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Hymns 12,382,263
Ps 91:1-3, 10

Ps 103:2-4

Matt 4:23

Matt 8:1-3

Luke 17:11-19
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HE that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High shall abide under the
shadow of the Almighty.

I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God; in him
will I trust.

Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the
noisome pestilence.

There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come nigh thy
dwelling.
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Bless the LORD, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits:

Who forgiveth all thine iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases;

Who redeemeth thy life from destruction; who crowneth thee with
lovingkindness and tender mercies;

23 ¶ And Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, and
preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and healing all manner of sickness
and all manner of disease among the people.
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WHEN he was come down from the mountain, great multitudes followed
him.

And, behold, there came a leper and worshipped him, saying, Lord, if thou
wilt, thou canst make me clean.

And Jesus put forth his hand, and touched him, saying, I will; be thou
clean. And immediately his leprosy was cleansed.
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¶ And it came to pass, as he went to Jerusalem, that he passed through the
midst of Samaria and Galilee.

And as he entered into a certain village, there met him ten men that were
lepers, which stood afar off:

And they lifted up their voices, and said, Jesus, Master, have mercy on us.

And when he saw them, he said unto them, Go shew yourselves unto the
priests. And it came to pass, that, as they went, they were cleansed.
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Ps 29:1, 4, 5, 8 (to ;), 11
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And one of them, when he saw that he was healed, turned back, and with a

loud voice glorified God,

And fell down on his face at his feet, giving him thanks: and he was a

Samaritan.

And Jesus answering said, Were there not ten cleansed? but where are the

nine?

There are not found that returned to give glory to God, save this stranger.

And he said unto him, Arise, go thy way: thy faith hath made thee whole.
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AFTER these things the Lord appointed other seventy also, and sent them

two and two before his face into every city and place, whither he himself

would come.

Therefore said he unto them,

Go your ways:

And into whatsoever house ye enter, first say, Peace be to this house.

And heal the sick that are therein, and say unto them, The kingdom of God

is come nigh unto you.

Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and

over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you.
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GIVE unto the LORD, O ye mighty, give unto the LORD glory and strength.

The voice of the LORD is powerful; the voice of the LORD is full of

majesty.

The voice of the LORD breaketh the cedars; yea, the LORD breaketh the

cedars of Lebanon.

The voice of the LORD shaketh the wilderness;

The LORD will give strength unto his people; the LORD will bless his

people with peace.
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Receive, I pray thee, the law from his mouth, and lay up his words in thine

heart.

Yea, the Almighty shall be thy defence,

Thou shalt make thy prayer unto him, and he shall hear thee,

Thou shalt also decree a thing, and it shall be established unto thee: and

the light shall shine upon thy ways.



Job 33:4

Job 22:21 (to :)

176:17-20, 25-32

153:25-8, 16-23

4 The spirit of God hath made me, and the breath of the Almighty hath

given me life.

21 Acquaint now thyself with him, and be at peace:

    Human fear of miasma would load with disease the

air of Eden, and weigh down mankind with superimposed

and conjectural evils. Mortal mind is the worst foe of

the body, while divine Mind is its best friend.

All disease is the

result of education, and disease can carry its ill-effects

no farther than mortal mind maps out the way. The

human mind, not matter, is supposed to feel, suffer, en‑
joy. Hence decided types of acute disease are quite as

ready to yield to Truth as the less distinct type and chronic

form of disease. Truth handles the most malignant con‑
tagion with perfect assurance.
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Source of

contagion

Children’s

ailments

    We weep because others weep, we yawn because they

yawn, and we have smallpox because others have it; but

mortal mind, not matter, contains and carries

the infection. When this mental contagion is

understood, we shall be more careful of our mental con‑
ditions, and we shall avoid loquacious tattling about

disease, as we would avoid advocating crime. Neither

sympathy nor society should ever tempt us to cherish

error in any form, and certainly we should not be error’s

advocate.

    Disease arises, like other mental conditions, from as‑
sociation. Since it is a law of mortal mind that certain

diseases should be regarded as contagious, this law ob‑
tains credit through association, — calling up the fear that

creates the image of disease and its consequent manifes‑
tation in the body.

    If a child is exposed to contagion or infection, the

mother is frightened and says, “My child will be sick.”

The law of mortal mind and her own fears gov‑
ern her child more than the child’s mind gov‑
erns itself, and they produce the very results which might
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379:25-4

375:6-8

196:25-6

377:26-10

have been prevented through the opposite understanding.
Then it is believed that exposure to the contagion wrought
the mischief.
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Fevers the effect

of fear

    Fevers are errors of various types. The quickened
pulse, coated tongue, febrile heat, dry skin, pain in the
head and limbs, are pictures drawn on the
body by a mortal mind. The images, held in
this disturbed mind, frighten conscious thought. Unless
the fever-picture, drawn by millions of mortals and im‑
aged on the body through the belief that mind is in matter
and discord is as real as harmony, is destroyed through
Science, it may rest at length on some receptive thought,
and become a fever case, which ends in a belief called
death, which belief must be finally conquered by eternal
Life. Truth is always the victor.
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380:1
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Science versus

hypnotism

    Chills and heat are often the form in which fever mani‑
fests itself. Change the mental state, and the chills and
fever disappear.
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Pangs caused by

the press

    Many a hopeless case of disease is induced by a single
post mortem examination, — not from infection nor from
contact with material virus, but from the fear of the
disease and from the image brought before the mind; it
is a mental state, which is afterwards outlined on the
body.
    The press unwittingly sends forth many sorrows and
diseases among the human family. It does this by giv‑
ing names to diseases and by printing long descriptions
which mirror images of disease distinctly in thought. A
new name for an ailment affects people like a
Parisian name for a novel garment. Every one
hastens to get it. A minutely described dis‑
ease costs many a man his earthly days of comfort.
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    The cause of all so-called disease is mental, a mortal
fear, a mistaken belief or conviction of the necessity and
power of ill-health; also a fear that Mind is helpless to
defend the life of man and incompetent to control it. With‑
out this ignorant human belief, any circumstance is of it‑
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250:28-30

306:21-31

200:16-19

378:22-28

Latent power

self powerless to produce suffering. It is latent belief in
disease, as well as the fear of disease, which associates sick‑
ness with certain circumstances and causes the two to
appear conjoined, even as poetry and music are repro‑
duced in union by human memory. Disease has no in‑
telligence. Unwittingly you sentence yourself to suffer.
The understanding of this will enable you to commute this
self-sentence, and meet every circumstance with truth.
Disease is less than mind, and Mind can control it.
    Without the so-called human mind, there can be no
inflammatory nor torpid action of the system. Remove
the error, and you destroy its effects.
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    Upon this stage of existence goes on the dance of mortal
mind. Mortal thoughts chase one another like snowflakes,
and drift to the ground.30

Thought-

forms

    The myriad forms of mortal thought, made manifest
as matter, are not more distinct nor real to the mate‑
rial senses than are the Soul-created forms
to spiritual sense, which cognizes Life as per‑
manent. Undisturbed amid the jarring testimony of the
material senses, Science, still enthroned, is unfolding
to mortals the immutable, harmonious, divine Principle, 
— is unfolding Life and the universe, ever present and
eternal.
    God’s man, spiritually created, is not material and
mortal.
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    The great truth in the Science of being, that the real
man was, is, and ever shall be perfect, is incontrovertible;
for if man is the image, reflection, of God, he is neither
inverted nor subverted, but upright and Godlike.
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Disease

powerless

    Disease is not an intelligence to dispute the empire of
Mind or to dethrone Mind and take the government into
its own hands. Sickness is not a God-given,
nor a self-constituted material power, which
copes astutely with Mind and finally conquers it. God
never endowed matter with power to disable Life or to
chill harmony with a long and cold night of discord.
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380:32

381:31

376:17-3

400:9-19

Ignorance of our

rights

    Every law of matter or the body, supposed to govern
man, is rendered null and void by the law of Life, God.
Ignorant of our God-given rights, we submit to unjust
decrees, and the bias of education enforces
this slavery. Be no more willing to suffer the
illusion that you are sick or that some disease is develop‑
ing in the system, than you are to yield to a sinful temp‑
tation on the ground that sin has its necessities.
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Begin rightly

    Christ Jesus overruled the error which would impose
penalties for transgressions of the physical laws of
health; he annulled supposed laws of matter, opposed
to the harmonies of Spirit, lacking divine au‑
thority and having only human approval for
their sanction.
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Remedy for

fever

    If the body is material, it cannot, for that very reason,
suffer with a fever. Because the so-called material body
is a mental concept and governed by mortal
mind, it manifests only what that so-called
mind expresses. Therefore the efficient remedy is to
destroy the patient’s false belief by both silently and au‑
dibly arguing the true facts in regard to harmonious
being, — representing man as healthy instead of diseased,
and showing that it is impossible for matter to suffer, to
feel pain or heat, to be thirsty or sick. Destroy fear,
and you end fever. Some people, mistaught as to Mind-
science, inquire when it will be safe to check a fever.
Know that in Science you cannot check a fever after ad‑
mitting that it must have its course. To fear and admit
the power of disease, is to paralyze mental and scientific
demonstration.
    If your patient believes in taking cold, mentally con‑
vince him that matter cannot take cold, and that thought
governs this liability.
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377:1

3

Eradicate error

from thought

    Mortals obtain the harmony of health, only as they
forsake discord, acknowledge the supremacy of divine
Mind, and abandon their material beliefs.
Eradicate the image of disease from the per‑
turbed thought before it has taken tangible
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SH 208:25

390:12, 29-13

shape in conscious thought, alias the body, and you pre‑
vent the development of disease. This task becomes easy,

if you understand that every disease is an error, and has

no character nor type, except what mortal mind assigns to

it. By lifting thought above error, or disease, and con‑
tending persistently for truth, you destroy error.
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Sickness as only

thought

    Mind, not matter, is causation. A material body

only expresses a material and mortal mind. A mortal

man possesses this body, and he makes it

harmonious or discordant according to the

images of thought impressed upon it. You embrace

your body in your thought, and you should delineate

upon it thoughts of health, not of sickness. You should

banish all thoughts of disease and sin and of other beliefs

included in matter. Man, being immortal, has a perfect

indestructible life. It is the mortal belief which makes

the body discordant and diseased in proportion as igno‑
rance, fear, or human will governs mortals.
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Unnecessary

prostration

    When the first symptoms of disease appear, dispute the

testimony of the material senses with divine Science. Let

your higher sense of justice destroy the false

process of mortal opinions which you name

law, and then you will not be confined to a sick-room nor

laid upon a bed of suffering in payment of the last far‑
thing, the last penalty demanded by error. “Agree with

thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art in the way with

him.” Suffer no claim of sin or of sickness to grow upon

the thought. Dismiss it with an abiding conviction that

it is illegitimate, because you know that God is no more

the author of sickness than He is of sin. You have no

law of His to support the necessity either of sin or sick‑
ness, but you have divine authority for denying that neces‑
sity and healing the sick.

Meet the incipient stages

of disease with as powerful mental opposi‑
tion as a legislator would employ to defeat the passage of

an inhuman law. Rise in the conscious strength of the

spirit of Truth to overthrow the plea of mortal mind,

alias matter, arrayed against the supremacy of Spirit.

Blot out the images of mortal thought and its beliefs in
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Righteous
rebellion

sickness and sin. Then, when thou art delivered to the
judgment of Truth, Christ, the judge will say, “Thou
art whole!”
    Instead of blind and calm submission to the incipient
or advanced stages of disease, rise in rebellion against
them. Banish the belief that you can possi‑
bly entertain a single intruding pain which can‑
not be ruled out by the might of Mind, and in this way
you can prevent the development of pain in the body.
No law of God hinders this result.
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